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ABSTRACT 
A simple approach is presented for introducing objects in a conventional operating system. Objects 
axe created as combinations of conventional processes and files. Like processes, they are active agents 
capable of executing code and communicating with other objects. Like files, they are persistent, have a 
protected name in the file system, and can be opened and closed for access. Motivation for supporting 
objects in a conventional system is presented. The basic elements of our approach are described together 
with the rationale for our decisions. An implementation on Unix1 is discussed. Object-based program-
ming at the system level is contrasted with object-based programming at the language level. Comparis-
ons axe made between our approach and related work. 
1. Introduction 
Object-based programming languages have demonstrated two approaches for supporting objects: 
The first, illustrated by Smalltalk [8], is to create a new language based entirely on the concept of objects, 
while the second, exemplified by C++ [14], and Objective-C [4], is to extend a conventional language 
with features to support object-based programming. The first approach offers the potential for a more 
uniform language, uncompromised by the constraints of integrating objects with existing facilities in the 
base language. On the other hand the second approach lets a programmer incrementally test object-based 
ideas without sacrificing familiar data and control structures of conventional languages. Moreover, 
'Unix is a registered uademaric of AT&T Bell Laboratories 
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software written in the new language can be combined with the software written in the base language. 
Finally, the exercise of integrating object-based programming with conventional programming has lead to 
useful hybrid concepts such as strongly-typed object-based languages [15], 
Object-based operating systems (Clouds [13], Hydra [16], and Eden [1] ), on the other hand, have 
only tried the first approach of creating new systems based entirely on the concept of objects. These sys-
tems offer unconventional methods for supporting operating system components such as processes, files, 
and access control. Moreover, they are mainly prototype kernels instead of full systems, and do not offer 
alternatives to the large number of facilities offered by existing systems. As a result, they have not been 
used to the extent needed to demonstrate the usefulness of supporting objects. 
The idea of integrating objects in conventional operating systems is, therefore, attractive. It can let 
the programmer explore the use of objects without the fear of sacrificing time-tested components of con-
ventional systems. Moreover, as in programming languages, it may lead to useful hybrid concepts com-
bining features of object-based and conventional operating systems. 
In this paper we present a simple approach for introducing objects in a conventional system. First 
we discuss the motivation for supporting objects in a conventional system. We then describe the main 
conccpls of our approach and discuss the rationale for some of our choices. Next we oudine an imple-
menlation of a subset of the approach on Unix. Finally, we discuss various aspects of our approach, com-
pare it with related work, and discuss potential directions for future research. 
2. Motivation 
In a conventional operating system, files, and the processes that manipulate them, are kept 
separate. This separation leads to at least three problems: 
• Files are untyped, that is, there is no information in a file about the processes that can manipulate 
them. Thus any process that has access to a file may manipulate i t As an example, consider an 
appointment file that stores a list of appointments of a user. Only processes executing programs 
written specifically to manipulate such a file should be allowed to access i t However such a file 
may also be accessed by compilers, text formatters, and other processes with appropriate access 
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rights. 
• Each process that correctly manipulates a file needs to know the syntactic and semantic constraints 
of the data stored in the file. This information is hard coded in the program executed by the 
processes. As a result, it is hard to change the syntax and semantics of data stored in files. Con-
tinuing with the appointments example, each program that manipulates an appointment file needs 
to detect syntax errors such as a missing appointment time, and semantic errors such as an 
appointment time that has elapsed. If the semantics of appointment lists were changed to, say, 
require that a change to an appointment in one file is reflected in the appointment files of all other 
users involved in the meeting, then all programs that manipulate appointment files need to be 
located and changed to incorporate the change. 
• At any time, a copy of the information in a file may also be loaded in the data structures of a pro-
cess. These copies may be manipulated independently, and can, therefore, become inconsistent. 
Moreover, attempts to keep these copies consistent may lead to wastage of computer resources, 
since the process needs to poll the file for changes made by other processes. For instance, a pro-
cess that displays a user's appointements for the current day must read the appointments file 
periodically to ensure that the information it displays is consistent with the current contents of the 
appointments file. Reading the file frequently would consume computer resources while reading it 
infirequendy can cause a user to miss an appointment 
Operating systems such as Demos [2], Charlotte [7], Berkeley Unix, and Mach [9] that support the 
client-server paradigm of interaction have illustrated the use of object-based programming to solve some 
of these problems. Information that would otherwise be kept in a file may instead be encapsulated in the 
data structures of a server process, which responds to messages from clients wishing to manipulate the 
information. The server is solely responsible for managing the information and defining its syntax and 
semantics. 
Reluming to the appointments example, an appointment server may be creatcd for each list of 
appointments. Processes wishing to manipulate such a list send messages to the server, which makes the 
requested changes according to the syntax and semantics of the list. An example of such a message may 
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be the a d d _ a p p o i n t n i e n t message, which a client may send to add an appointment to the list. A 
server may process this message by checking the new entry for errors, such as a missing or invalid 
appointment time, adding the entry in case of no errors, and sending messages to appointment servers of 
other users involved in the meeting. The definition of the syntax and semantics of appointment lists is 
coded in the program that the appointment servers execute, and may be changed by modifying only this 
program. 
The client-server model of process interaction, however, is not by itself sufficient for encapsulating 
all information: 
• Servers are temporary process and thus unsuitable to encapsulate persistent information. A per-
sistent server can be simulated by temporary incarnations of the server. Each incarnation is a 
new process that executes the server's program and checkpoints its persistent state in a data file, 
which the next incarnation can read to initialize its state. A problem with this scheme is that any 
process with appropriate access rights can modify the data file. Moreover, mors can be made in 
connecting an incarnation to its data file. 
• Access to servers is not protected from arbitrary clients. Most server-based systems do require that 
a client have a capability to a port advertised by a server before it can send a message to the port 
However, the operating system distributes these capabilities to clients without distinguishing 
between different classes of clients. For instance, Berkeley Unix allows any process to connect to 
a socket on which a server is listening. Similarly, a Demos or Charlotte name server gives a link 
registered by a server to any client that requests it Asa result, secure information in these sys-
tems needs to be accessed via protected files. 
• An incarnation of a server needs to be always active since requests from clients may arrive at ran-
dom times. However, only a limited number of processes can be active at any one time. There-
fore, only a small amount of information can be accessed through servers. The majority of infor-
mation needs to be accessed via files. 
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These problems can be solved by supporting protected, permanent servers that can be selectively 
activated and passivaied. The next section presents an approach for supporting such servers in conven-
tional operating systems. 
3. Approach 
Model of a Conventional System 
Before we describe our approach, we need to define a conventional operating system. We use this 
term to refer to an operating system that supports the following: 
• a set of resource-independent file operations (that is, applicable to file and non-file resources) such 
as f i l e _ c r e a t e , open , c l o s e / rename, and d e l e t e , 
• access rights that include the r e a d , w r i t e , and e x e c u t e rights, 
• access control based on access-lists, 
• a set of process operations such as p r o c e s a _ c r e a t e , s u s p e n d , r e sume , and k i l l , 
" IPC facilities allowing processes to send and receive messages from ports, a general term we use 
for Unix sockets, Demos and Charlotte links, Mach ports, and other mailboxes defined by operat-
ing systems. 
Objects 
Conventional systems define a general file interface that can be used to access most resources such 
as files, directories, and devices. Resources accessed through this interface have several useful properties 
such as user-defined names, persistence, and protection. However, these systems treat processes as 
second-class citizens accessed through a special interface that does not support these properties, the very 
properties that servers need to encapsulate general information. Our approach gives processes these pro-
perties by making them first-class citizens accessed through the file interface. In the rest of this discus-
sion, we shall refer to these upgraded processes as objects and conventional processes as simply 
processes. 
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An object possesses all properties of a process. Thus it executes some program, and can use all 
facilities available to a process. In particular, it can use the available IPC facilities to communicate with 
other processes and objects. However, unlike a process, but like a file, an object has a protected name in 
the file system, is persistent, and is associated with both an active and a passive state. 
Activation and Passivation of Objects 
When an object is passive, its persistent data is saved in an internal data file maintained by the 
operating system for the object. A data file is accessed as a regular file, but docs not have an external 
name, and thus cannot be opened by arbitrary processes. An object may however open its data file by 
making a special o p e n _ d a t a _ f i l e call. 
Before a process or object starts communication with an object, it needs to open the object for 
access. This call activates the object if it is passive, increments the reference count of the active object, 
and returns a file descriptor that refers to the object. When the client no longer needs to access the 
object, it calls c l o s e , which decrements the reference count of the object. 
An active object cannot be automatically passivated when its reference count goes to zero, since it 
may be in the middle of uninterruptible conversations with other objects, processes, or the user. In gen-
eral, the system does not know which conversations of an object are uninterruptible. Therefore, when the 
reference count of an object goes to zero, the system sends the r e f _ c n t _ z e r o message the object to 
signal this event. The object may postpone passivation if its current stale does not allow it. Later, when 
its state does allow passivation, it may make the p a s s i v a t e call to ask the system to passivate itself. 
Before an object makes this call, it needs to establish its passive invariant. For instance, a Unix object 
needs to close all sockets it is listening on, a Demos or Charlotte object needs to deregister its services 
from a name server, and an interactive object needs to close all windows displayed by iL 
Between the time an object receives the r e f _ c n t _ z e r o message and it makes the p a s -
s i v a t e call, some client may try to open i t The system blocks the client until the object calls pas-
sivate, when it simply reactivates the object and unblocks the wailing client. A drawback of this scheme 
is lhai the client has to wait undl the object reaches a state thai allows passivation. An alternative 
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approach would be to ask the object to ignore the r e f _ c n t _ z e r o message and unblock the waiting 
client However, this approach makes programming of the object hard, since the object may be in the 
middle of establishing its passive invariant when it is reopened. We chose the first approach because we 
expect such situations to occur rarely. 
An active object does not start executing at the point it was passivated, since it may need to estab-
lish an active invariant before it can continue its activity. For instance, a Unix object may need to create 
sockets for communication with other objects and a Charlotte object may need to register its links with a 
name server. Therefore, when an object is activated or created it needs to start execution at the beginning 
of the code that establishes its active invariant. 
We assume that all objects that passivate themselves are servers that execute a main body of the 
following form: 
begin / * main * / 
e s t a b l i 3 h _ a c t i v e _ i n v a r i a n t ; 
loop 
w a i t f o r message o r u s e r i n p u t ; 
s e r v i c e e v e n t 
end 
end / * main * / 
Therefore, when an object is activated or created, it starts execution of the main body of its program. 
A client that has activated an object may need to know if the the object has established its active 
invariant. For instance, a Unix process interested in communicating with the object may need to know if 
the object is listening on its sockets. Therefore, we also support the synchronous o p e n _ w a i t call that 
waits until the newly activated object executes the r e a d y call to inform the sysLem that it has esta-
blished its active invariant 
Systems that support persistent objects use one of two approaches for saving and restoring the 
state of the objecL The first, used by Eden, makes an object responsible for saving and restoring its per-
sistent state, while the second, used by Smalltalk and Argus [12], places this responsibility with the sys-
tem. We adopt the first approach, for two reasons: 
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• An object can save only that part of the state that is persistent. An operating system, on the other 
hand, would have to save the complete state of the object since it does not know which data struc-
tures are permanent. This problem is solved in Argus by requiring that the programmer explicitly 
declare certain data structures as persistent. We cannot assume such language support since we 
allow objects to be coded in any programming language supported by the system. 
• The alternative approach does not support evolution of objects when the programs they execute are 
upgraded. When a program that an object executes changes, the offsets, types, and names of the 
saved variables may change. In general, an operating system responsible for restoring the state 
would not know how to map the saved state to the new state. (It could handle the special case of 
changes to offsets by using, as in Smalltalk, compiler help mapping old offsets to new offsets). 
Our approach, on [he other hand, allows evolution of objects by making the new program respon-
sible for mapping the saved persistent state to the new data structures. 
A potential disadvantage of our approach is that the the object has to do extra work invoked in 
saving and restoring its permanent state. This work is trivial for the part of the permanent state compris-
ing of statically allocated data structures. It is more complicated when the permanent state consists of 
references to dynamically allocated data structures, which need to be recreated whenever the object is 
activated. 
Object Creation 
An object is created by a special object_create call that is a cross between the process create and 
Jile_create calls. It takes all arguments of the former, such as the name and arguments of the program to 
be executed. It also takes arguments of the latter, such as the file name and access list of the new object. 
Thus an appointments server may be created by a call of the form 
o b j e c t _ c r e a t e ( " / u s r / j o e / a p p t s " , 700, n / u s r / b i n / A p p t s " , " - 1 " ) 
where / u s r / j o e / a p p t s is the name of the object, 700 is a description of the access list associated 
with the object, / u s r / b i n / A p p t s the name of the program that the object executes, and - 1 is an 
argument to the program. A newly created object starts in the active state. 
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Object Activation in a Distributed System 
A distributed system supporting a network file system needs to decide which machine an object 
should be activated on. We considered several choices: 
• The machine on which the client that activates it resides. This approach guarantees that at least 
one process communicating with the object is on the same machine as the object. However, it 
requires that the object's program be executable on each machine on which it is opened. More-
over, it does not accommodate programs using machine-specific file names since they may be exe-
cuted on more than one machine. 
• The machine on which the object name resides. Thus object / u a r / j o e / a p p t s would always 
execute on the machine on which the directory / u s r / j o e resides. It would be the owner's 
responsibility to ensure that the object's program is executable on this machine. This approach is 
consistent with file activation schemes that activate files on machine on which their names reside. 
Moreover, it lets a user migrate objects by renaming them. (Migration of active objects may be 
disallowed if the underlying system does not support process migration). However, it is possible 
for an object can be activated on a machine on which none of its clients reside. This situation 
would occur frequently when objects are created and opened from workstations that cannot store 
object names. Moreover, since objects may migrate, this approach also does not allow the use of 
machine-specific names. 
• The least loaded machine on which the program can execute. This scheme requires the complex-
ity of determining which machine is least loaded. Moreover, it is not useful when 
compute/communication ratio of the object is small, and does not allow the use of machine-
specific names. 
• The machine on which the creator of the object is executed. We have chosen this approach in our 
current implementation because it accommodates programs using machine-specific names. A 
potential drawback of this approach is that none of the clients communicating with the object may 
reside on the creator's machine. However, this situation would occur frequently only for those 
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objects that are equally used by several hosts. We expect the majority of objects, like files, to be 
used mainly by processes on the creator's machine. 
Object Protection 
Our initial approach for protecting objects was to let the e x e c u t e right determine if a process 
can send messages to the protected object. While this approach is simple, it does not let the object pro-
tect different kinds of messages independently. Therefore, our current protection scheme is a little more 
complicated and involves the notion of a protected port. A protected port is similar to the regular port 
supported by the operating system except that it is also associated with an access list. A process may 
send/receive information from this port only if it has read/write permission to i t Moreover, if a process 
needs to c o n n e c t to a port created by an object, as in Unix, then it can do so only if it has e x e c u t e 
access to the object. This two-level protection scheme for pons is inspired by the Unix file protection 
scheme that requires that a process have e x e c u t e access to a directory before it can open a file in it. 
Other Operations on Objects 
Besides open , o p e n _ w a i t , c l o s e , and o b j e c t _ c r e a t e , several other operations may 
be defined on objects. Objects are extensions of processes, therefore all operations the host system 
defines on processes such as k i l l , r e sume, and s u s p e n d , may also be invoked on them. More-
over, since objects are in the file system, some file operations such as rename, c r e a t e _ a l i a s , and 
d e l e t e may also be invoked on them. However, not all file operations supported by the host system are 
applicable to objects, since some of them such as r e a d , w r i t e , and s e e k , apply only to streams 
of data (a stream interpretation of objects is discussed in § 5). 
4. Implementation 
We are currently building a subset of this approach as part of an environment called SUITE (Sys-
tem of Uniform Type-Directed Editors), which is being implemented on a network of hosts running Unix 
with Sun NFS (Network File system), RPC (Remote Procedure Call), and XDR (eXtemal Data Represen-
tation). SUITE objects combine not only the program interface of files and processes, but also their user 
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interfaces. Like files, they can be edited, and like processes, they provide incremental response to user 
input. More detailed discussion of some of these user interface ideas are available in [6] and [5] 
A full implementation of our approach on Unix would have required changes to the kernel to sup-
port objects, data files, and protected ports, as special files in the file system. However, we were unwil-
ling to do so in a first-cut experimental implementation of the approach. Therefore we are implementing 
a subset of the approach that does not require kernel support. We briefly describe below the main 
features of the implementation. In this discussion we shall differentiate between the the various opera-
tions that can be invoked on or by objects. We shall refer to all new operations introduced in § 3 as 
object operations, operations defined on processes by the host system as process operations, and opera-
tions defined on files as file operations. An object may have object, process, or file operations invoked 
on it 
In SUITE, the process properties of an active object are implemented by an object process, which 
is a normal process that that executes the object's program. A process operation on an active object, such 
as k i l l , is implemented by invoking the same operation on its object process. Similarly, the file pro-
perties of an object are implemented by an object file, which is an ordinary file in the system with the 
same name as the object. A file operation on the object, such as c r e a t e _ a l i a a , is implemented by 
invoking the same operation on its object file. 
The object file keeps the active and passive information about the object. The former consists of 
the identifier of its object process, its reference count, and whether the object has established its active 
invariant The latter consists of the object's program name, data file name, status (active or passive), and 
home (host on which it was created). Data files are ordinary files in the system. 
Each host runs an object manager, which keeps for every process executing on that machine an 
object table that is indexed by object descriptors and has an entry for each object opened by the process. 
Each entry contains the name of the object, a file descriptor addressing the object file, and whether the 
process is waiting for the object to establish its active invariant A process invokes an operation on an 
object by calling a library routine that sends an appropriate message (using Sun RPC) to the object 
manager. 
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The object manager services a file operation locally by using Sun NFS to access the object file. It 
services a process operation by forwarding the request to the object manager executing on the object's 
home, which makes a kernel call to invoke the operation on the object process. The implementations of 
the object operations simply follow the semantics of these operations described in § 3. 
We have implemented initial versions of o b j e c t _ c r e a t e , o p e n _ w a i t , r e a d y , 
c l o s e , p a s s i v a t e , and d e l e t e , with slightly different semantics than the ones described in this 
paper. We plan to upgrade this version to the planned implementation by June '88. 
Our planned implementation, however, does not cover all aspects of our approach. Protected ports 
are not supported. Moreover, data and object files can be accessed as ordinary files. This implementation 
can straightforwardly be extended to support the full approach by making the object manager a part of the 
kernel, and defining object files, data files, and protected ports, as special files in the system. 
5. Discussion 
In this section, we discuss some distinguishing properties of our approach and consequences of 
supporting them. 
Heterogeneous Objects 
Unlike Smalltalk and Eden, our approach allows objects to execute programs in multiple 
languages. Thus the system does not force the programmer to use any one, possibly unconventional, pro-
gramming language. On the other hand, single-language systems can offer an integrated programming 
environment where there is no distinction between system data structures and language data structures. 
Moreover, they can provide code sharing and classification of objects based on inheritance of classes. It 
is not clear how such a facility can be provided by a multilanguage operating system. 
It is important to note that our approach provides object-based programming only at the operating 
system level. It does not address programming of the internal data structures of an object, which them-
selves may be objects if the programming language is object-based. We provide only a way of creating 
the top-level system data structures as objects. We expect these objects to be used for the same purposes 
for which files have been traditionally used; 
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• for keeping data to be shared between processes written in different programming languages and/or 
executing in different address spaces, 
• for keeping data to be protected from access by processes executing on behalf of arbitrary users, 
• for keeping persistent data. 
It is conceivable that a programmer using a language that does not support objects may also create 
temporary, private data as top-level objects. For instance, a Pascal programmer may create a s t a c k 
object by defining a server that responds to p u s h , and pop messages. However, the cost of interpro-
cess communication makes such use impractical. 
Moreover, objects can be considered as serious alternatives to files only if the cost of accessing 
objects can compete with the cost of accessing files. Experiments show that the cost of sending messages 
to local and remote processes compares favourably with the cost of accessing local and remote 
files [3,11]. However, object-access has the added expense of activation and passivation of objects, 
which involves loading and unloading of the object's program. 
We believe the above problem is not so severe since locality of object reference should make 
activation and passivation of objects infrequent Moreover, a machine may not actually passivalc an 
object when it calls p a s s i v a t e . Instead, it may put it in a cache of object processes that the system 
looks at before creating a new object process. In case of cache hit, a previously created object process for 
an object can be reused. 
We do not expect all system data structures to be created as objects. For instance, data that has no 
structure or semantics, such as some mail messages, can be kept in files, and, directory information can 
be kept in directories. Files, directories, devices, ports, and other resources provided by the operating 
system can be considered as special objects whose operations are predefined and implemented by the 
operating system. 
Hybrid System 
Our approach has adopted the philosophy of extending a conventional systems to support objects. 
Other systems, such as Hydra, Smalltalk, Eden, and Clouds have taken the opposite approach of creating 
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new systems based entirely on the concept of objects (that is, all system structures are created as objects). 
Our approach allows a programmer to experiment with objects without sacrificing a familiar domain. It 
also creates a system that stricdy enhances the existing one. Pure object-based systems, on the other 
hand, are prototype kernels instead of full systems and do not offer substitutes for the large number of 
facilities offered by conventional systems. 
One disadvantage of our approach is that it is not as uniform as pure object-based systems. Some 
system data structures are created as objects, while others are created as files, directories, and devices. 
We have tried to reduce this problem by making objects look like files, thereby providing a common set 
of file operations such as rename, and d e l e t e for all object and non-object structures accessible via 
the file system. In this respect, our approach is similar to the one taken by hybrid programming 
languages, which have tried to make objects look like conventional data structures. However, like these 
languages, we believe our system is not as uniform as its pure counterparts. For instance, while the 
s u s p e n d operation on an appointment server is invoked by making a kernel call, the addAppt opera-
tion is invoked by sending a message to the server. (This problem is reduced in conventional systems 
such as Mach, where even kernel calls look like object invocations.) 
Objects as Files 
Our exercise of integrating objects in a conventional system has lead to us giving objects some 
unconventional (from the point of view of the object-based systems) properties: 
• Objects may need to be opened before access and may be closed after access. 
• Objects are addressed by temporary, client-relative descriptors, instead of absolute addresses. 
• Objects are protected by access lists instead of capabilities. 
We believe these properties are worth exploring even in pure object-based systems. A object-
based system may support a protection scheme based on access lists because it is simple and has been 
successfully used in conventional systems. It may support open and c l o s e for efficiency reasons: The 
access rights of a client needs to be checked only when it opens the object and not every time it 
accesses it. Invocations of c l o s e can be used to decide when an object should be deactivated. 
IS 
On the other hand these properties have some negative consequences. Since descriptors are tem-
porary, object needs to go through the overhead of establishing active and passive invariants, and need to 
have permanent name in a directory. Since descriptors are object-relative, they cannot be passed in mes-
sages to other objects. 
These properties are unacceptable in small objects such as integers, since it would be impractical 
to require, for instance, that each integer have a file name, descriptors be allocated for all integers 
accessed by an object, and descriptors for integers not be communicated in messages. Therefore 
integrated programming environments that provide a uniform object model cannot support file properties 
in objects. However, in systems that do distinguish between small and large objects, we believe it is 
worth exploring these properties in large objects. 
Interestingly, the notion of accessing active entities as files has also been explored in Version 8 
Unix [10], which puts processes in the file system, giving them names based on their process identifiers. 
A debugger can use these names to open and c l o s e processes on its machine and r e a d and w r i t e 
their code segments. A process in this system is not an object in that it is not persistent or protected from 
messages sent by arbitrary processes. 
Elements of our approach can be combined with Version 8 Unix. The idea of opening and closing 
remote processes can be introduced in Version 8 to allow distributed debugging of processes. Con-
versely, the Version 8 r e a d and w r i t e operations can be defined on objects to provide distributed 
debugging of objects. 
6. Conclusions 
Keeping system data in files instead of objects leads to at least three problems: 
• Files are untyped. 
• The syntax and semantics of information stored in files is hard to change. 
• The in-core and external copy of data may get inconsistent. 
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We have presented a simple approach for supporting objects in a conventional system. In com-
parison to previous approaches, our approach supports heterogeneous objects, provides a hybrid operating 
system, and gives objects file properties. We are currently implementing an environment called SUITE to 
explore the usefulness of this approach. 
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